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Historically almost every medical faculty built its own anatomical or pathological collection 

to display and teach anatomy to medical students. However, these collections were constantly 

changing, in terms of ownership, purpose and audiences. Over the last century, the appreciation of 

anatomical collections has been changing in opposite directions, reaching their peak in the 1930’s 

and subsequent decline or even the loss at the second half of 20th century due to the new teaching 

methods and changing attitudes towards the human remains. 

Riga Stradins University anatomical collection has had a similar fate. At the most recent 

count, this collection consists of around 6000 diverse objects representing human anatomy and 

pathology, comparative anatomy, embryology, teratology and physical anthropology. This 

collection was started in 1920 and exhibited in a teaching museum for medical students. From 

1970’s the museum expanded its target audience from medical students to the general public. 

Nevertheless, over the last decades the collection has seemingly lost its purpose: it is no longer 

prerequisite for teaching anatomy to medical students and not communicated effectively enough to 

the public. Thus, the collection has been left with the controversial meaning of curiosity and ethical 

questions regarding relevance of such a display of “human remains” have been raised. 

At present, a new display is under development in Riga Stradins University to be opened for 

visitors in 2019. We plan to demonstrate that our collection still has a role in modern medical 

curriculum. In addition, our anatomical collection is in fact a tissue bank which can be used for 

contemporary medical research as demonstrated in recent studies from Hunterian museum 

(London)1 and Mutter museum (Philadelphia). Furthermore, nowadays anatomical collections have 

also broader historical, cultural and social contexts beyond medicine3. Hence, we argue that 

anatomical collections are not only still relevant, but also have a potential to engage wider 

audiences than ever before. 
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